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ABSTRACT
The adiabatic evolution of the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) is
a key prediction of standard cosmology. We study deviations from the expected adiabatic
evolution of the CMB temperature of the form T(z) = T0(1 + z)1 − α using measurements
of the spectrum of the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect with the South Pole Telescope (SPT). We
present a method for using the ratio of the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich signal measured at 95 and
150 GHz in the SPT data to constrain the temperature of the CMB. We demonstrate that this
approach provides unbiased results using mock observations of clusters from a new set of
hydrodynamical simulations. We apply this method to a sample of 158 SPT-selected clusters,
spanning the redshift range 0.05 < z < 1.35, and measure α = 0.017+0.030−0.028, consistent with
the standard model prediction of α = 0. In combination with other published results, we
find α = 0.005 ± 0.012, an improvement of ∼10 per cent over published constraints. This
measurement also provides a strong constraint on the effective equation of state in models of
decaying dark energy weff = −0.994 ± 0.010.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – cosmic background radiation – cosmology: observa-
tions – cosmology: theory – submillimetre: general.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The existence of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) is a
fundamental prediction of the hot big bang theory. The intensity
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spectrum of the CMB radiation locally has been measured by the
COBE Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS) instru-
ment and found to have a nearly exact blackbody spectrum with a
temperature of T0 = 2.725 48 ± 0.000 57 K (Fixsen 2009).
A second fundamental prediction of the hot big bang theory is that
the CMB temperature must evolve over cosmic time. Specifically,
it is expected to evolve as T(z) = T0(1 + z) (Tolman 1934), under
the assumption that the CMB photon fluid reacts adiabatically to
the expansion of the Universe as described by general relativity and
electromagnetism. Deviations from the adiabatic evolution of T(z)
would imply either a violation of the hypothesis of local position
invariance, and therefore of the equivalence principle, or that the
number of photons is not conserved. In the former case, this could
be associated with variations of dimensionless coupling constants
like the fine-structure constant (see, e.g. Martins 2002; Murphy,
Webb & Flambaum 2003; Srianand et al. 2004). The latter case
is a consequence of many physical processes predicted by non-
standard cosmological models, such as decaying vacuum energy
density models, coupling between photons and axion-like particles,
and modified gravity scenarios (e.g. Matyjasek 1995; Overduin &
Cooperstock 1998; Lima, Silva & Viegas 2000; Puy 2004; Jaeckel
& Ringwald 2010; Jetzer & Tortora 2011). In all of these models,
energy has to be slowly injected or removed from the CMB without
distorting the Planck spectrum sufficiently to violate constraints
from FIRAS (Avgoustidis et al. 2012).
Observational tests of non-standard temperature evolution typi-
cally are parametrized by very simple models for the deviation. In
particular, we consider here the scaling law proposed by Lima et al.
(2000):
T (z) = T0(1 + z)1−α, (1)
with α being a free constant parameter.1 This is the phenomenolog-
ical parametrization that has been most widely studied by previous
authors; deviations of α from zero would result as a consequence of
one of the scenarios described above, such as the non-conservation
of photon number.
To date, two different observables have been used to determine
T(z). At intermediate redshifts (z  1.5), T(z) can be determined
from measurements of the spectrum of the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich
effect (SZE; Sunyaev & Zel’dovich 1972), a technique first sug-
gested by Fabbri, Melchiorri & Natale (1978) and Rephaeli (1980).
The first attempt to measure T(z) using the spectrum of the SZE was
reported in Battistelli et al. (2002) using multifrequency observa-
tions of the clusters A2163 and Coma. Luzzi et al. (2009) reported
results from the analysis of a sample of 13 clusters with 0.23 ≤
z ≤ 0.546. Adopting a flat prior on α ∈ [0, 1], they provided
constraints α = 0.024+0.068−0.024, consistent with standard adiabatic
evolution.
At high redshift (z 1), the CMB temperature can be determined
from quasar absorption line spectra which show atomic or molecular
fine structure levels excited by the photoabsorption of the CMB
radiation. If the system is in thermal equilibrium with the CMB, then
the excitation temperature of the energy states gives the temperature
of the blackbody radiation (e.g. Srianand, Petitjean & Ledoux 2000;
Molaro et al. 2002; Srianand et al. 2008). For example, Noterdaeme
et al. (2011) have reported on a sample of five carbon monoxide
absorption systems up to z∼ 3 where the CMB temperature has been
1 In previous literature, this parameter has been referred to with the Greek
letter α or β. To avoid confusion with the variable β = v/c defined in
equation (2), we use α.
measured. They used their sample, in combination with low-redshift
SZE measurements to place constraints on the phenomenological
parameter α = −0.007 ± 0.027. This also allowed them to put
strong constraints on the effective equation of state of decaying dark
energy models weff = −0.996 ± 0.025. Recently, Avgoustidis et al.
(2012) extended this analysis by including constraints inferred from
differences between the angular diameter and luminosity distances
(the so-called distance-duality relation), which is also affected in
models in which photons can be created or destroyed. They also
showed that by releasing the positive prior assumption onα the same
cluster sample studied in Luzzi et al. (2009) constrains α = 0.065 ±
0.080.
More recently, Muller et al. (2013) fit molecular absorption lines
towards quasars to measure the CMB temperature with an accuracy
of a few per cent at z = 0.89. Combining their data with the data
presented in Noterdaeme et al. (2011), they were able to further
constrain α = 0.009 ± 0.019.
Constraints on the CMB redshift evolution can be significantly
improved by including measurements of the SZE spectrum from ex-
periments, such as the South Pole Telescope (SPT) and Planck, with
much larger cluster samples. For instance, de Martino et al. (2012)
forecast the constraining power of Planck to measure α. Using only
clusters at z < 0.3, they predicted that Planck could measure α with
an accuracy σα = 0.011. Recently, Hurier et al. (2014) analysed a
sample of 1839 galaxy clusters observed with Planck. The cluster
sample they adopted also included the SPT sample that we analyse
here, although it did not contribute significantly to their main re-
sults. They were able to constrain α = 0.009 ± 0.017 by stacking
the 813 confirmed SZE detected clusters of the Planck catalogue
(Planck Collaboration 2013) in different redshift bins, with only one
cluster in each of their highest redshift bins z = 0.8 and z = 1. In
combination with other available constraints (Luzzi et al. 2009;
Noterdaeme et al. 2011; Muller et al. 2013), they limit devia-
tions from adiabatic temperature evolution of the Universe to be
α = 0.006 ± 0.013.
In this work, we present constraints on the temperature evolution
of the CMB using SZE spectral measurements at the 95 and 150 GHz
bands from the SPT. The SPT is a 10 m millimetre-wave telescope
operating at the South Pole (Carlstrom et al. 2011) that has recently
completed a 2500 deg2 multifrequency survey of the southern ex-
tragalactic sky. Here, we focus on the SZE-selected cluster sample
that lies within a 720 deg2 subregion where optical follow-up and
redshift measurements are complete (Song et al. 2012; Reichardt
et al. 2013).
2 M E T H O D
Inverse Compton scattering of the CMB photons by the hot in-
tracluster medium (ICM) induces secondary CMB temperature
anisotropies in the direction of clusters of galaxies. Neglecting rel-
ativistic corrections, the thermal (tSZE) and kinematic (kSZE) con-
tribution to the temperature anisotropy in the direction nˆ of a cluster
at a frequency ν can be approximated by (Sunyaev & Zeldovich
1980):
T (nˆ, ν)  T0(nˆ)[G(ν)yc(nˆ) − τβ]. (2)
Here, T0(nˆ) is the current CMB temperature at the direction nˆ, β is
the line-of-sight velocity of the cluster in the CMB frame in units of
the speed of light c and τ is the optical depth. The Comptonization
parameter yc is related to the integrated pressure along the line of
sight yc = (kBσT/mec2)
∫
neTedl (where ne and Te are, respectively,
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the electron density and temperature). In the non-relativistic regime
and for adiabatic expansion, G(x) = x coth(x/2) − 4, where the
reduced frequency x is given by x = hν(z)/kBT(z) = hν0(1 +
z)/[kBT0(1 + z)] ≡ x0 and is independent of redshift, ν(z) is the
frequency of a CMB photon scattered by the ICM and T(z) is the
blackbody temperature of the CMB at the cluster location.
If T(z) = T0(1 + z)1−α , then the reduced frequency varies as x(z,
α) = x0(1 + z)α and the spectral frequency dependence of G(ν), the
tSZE, now also depends on α: G(x) = G(ν0, α, z). From equation
(2), neglecting the kSZE contribution, it follows that measuring the
ratio of temperature decrements at two different frequencies ν1 and
ν2 provides
R(ν1, ν2, z, α) ≡ T (nˆ, ν1, z)
T (nˆ, ν2, z)
 G(ν1, z, α)
G(ν2, z, α)
. (3)
This ratio is redshift independent for α = 0, but not in the case of
α = 0. This method has the advantage that, by taking ratios, the
dependence on the Comptonization parameter yc (and therefore on
the cluster properties) is removed and the need to account for model
uncertainties on the gas density and temperature profile is avoided
(Battistelli et al 2002, Luzzi et al 2009). Note that in this approach
the distribution of temperature ratios is, in general, non-Gaussian
(Luzzi et al. 2009) and needs to be properly modelled.
One important source of noise in these measurements is the
primary anisotropy of the CMB. To precisely measure T (nˆ, ν)
for a single cluster, we would have to remove the primary CMB
anisotropies in the direction nˆ. In principle, this could be done by
subtracting the CMB temperature measured near the SZE null fre-
quency, which, in the case of α = 0 and non-relativistic ICM, is
given by a map obtained at 217 GHz (de Martino et al. 2012). Al-
ternatively, because the primary CMB fluctuations are random, it
is possible to reduce this source of noise by averaging over a large
sample of clusters (e.g. Hurier et al. 2014).
In Reichardt et al. (2013), the SPT cluster sample was selected
using a matched multifrequency spatial filter (Melin, Bartlett &
Delabrouille 2006), designed to optimally measure the cluster signal
given knowledge of the cluster profile and the noise in the maps. The
cluster gas profiles are assumed to be well fit by a spherical β model
(Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976), with β = 1 and 12 possible
core radii, θ c, linearly spaced from 0.25 to 3 arcmin. The noise
contributions include, astrophysical (e.g. the CMB, point sources)
and the instrumental (e.g. atmospheric, detector) contributions. For
each cluster, the maximum signal to noise in the spatially filtered
maps was denoted as ξ .
In this work, we measure the ratio of the CMB temperature
decrements in the SPT data at 95 and 150 GHz (T95 and T150). We
extract the cluster signal from the single-frequency spatially filtered
maps at 95 and 150 GHz, using the SPT position and core radius
favoured by the multifrequency analysis in Reichardt et al. (2013).
To compare the decrement at each frequency, we need to account
for the smaller beam at 150 GHz. We do this by convolving the
150 GHz data to the same beam size as the 95 GHz noisier data, and
then using the 95 GHz filter to extract the signal from the resultant
150 GHz maps. Therefore, we adopt the following Fourier domain
spatial filter:
ψ(kx, ky) = B95(kx, ky)S(|k|)
B95(kx, ky)2Nastro(|k| ) + N95(kx, ky) , (4)
where ψ is the matched filter, B95 is the SPT beam for the 95 GHz
band and S is the assumed source template. The noise contributions
Nastro and N95, respectively, encapsulate the astrophysical (mainly
CMB) and the instrumental noise for the 95 GHz band.
The associated uncertainty T95 and T150 in the CMB temper-
ature decrement would be equal to the rms of the single-frequency
spatially filtered maps. We note that this method is unbiased with
respect to the assumed cluster profile. In fact, as the two bands have
been homogenized to the larger 95 GHz beam, different assump-
tions of source template S would only result in tighter or weaker
constraints. We also note that, in practice, adopting different clus-
ter profiles as a Gaussian template, Arnaud et al. (2010) or Nagai,
Kravtsov & Vikhlinin (2007) pressure profile has a negligible im-
pact on the estimated ξ (Vanderlinde et al. 2010).
Finally, we use the derived values of temperature in the two bands
and the associated cluster redshift to constrain α from equation (3)
through a maximum likelihood analysis (Luzzi et al. 2009) where
the likelihood is defined as
L(α) ∝
Nclus∏
i=1
exp
{
− [T
(i)
150R(z(i), α) − T (i)95 ]2
2[(T (i)150R(z(i), α))2 + (T (i)95 )2]
}
, (5)
and R(z, α) ≡ R(95 GHz, 150 GHz, z, α) according to equation (3)
is calculated by integrating
R(z, α) =
∫
G(ν, z, α)F95(ν) dν∫
G(ν, z, α)F150(ν) dν
, (6)
where F95 and F150 are the measured filter response of the SPT 95
and 150 GHz bands, normalized such that the integral over each
of the bands is 1. We have assumed the non-relativistic expression
for G(ν, z, α); however, we find that relativistic corrections have
a negligible effect on our result. For the range of electron tem-
peratures and optical depths expected in our cluster sample (e.g.
Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Arnaud et al. 2010; Reichardt et al. 2013),
including relativistic corrections from Itoh, Kohyama & Nozawa
(1998) changes our final constraints on α by less than 1 per cent.
3 V E R I F I C AT I O N O F M E T H O D W I T H
SI MULATI ONS
We test the method described above using simulations. To do so, we
make mock SPT observations of clusters that are formed in a large-
volume, high-resolution cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
(Dolag et al., in preparation). The simulation has been carried out
with P-GADGET3, a modification of P-GADGET-2 (Springel 2005). The
code uses an entropy-conserving formulation of SPH (Springel &
Hernquist 2002) and includes treatment of radiative cooling, heat-
ing by a UV background, star formation and feedback processes
from supernovae explosions and active galactic nuclei (Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Fabjan et al. 2010). Cosmological parameters are
chosen to match WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011). The simulation box
is 1244 Mpc per side and contains 15263 dark matter particles and
as many gas particles, from which five simulated SZE light-cones,
each of size 13◦ × 13◦ (i.e. the total solid angle is 845 deg2) have
been extracted up to z ∼ 2. From each of these simulated SZE maps,
we then construct simulated SPT maps at 95 and 150 GHz.
The details of the construction of the simulated SZE light-cones
will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Liu et al. 2014, in prepara-
tion), we highlight here the basic properties. In these mock observa-
tions, we include contributions from: (1) primary CMB anisotropies,
(2) convolution with the SPT 150 and 95 GHz beams, (3) instru-
mental noise consistent with the observed SPT map depths of 18
and 44 µK arcmin for the 150 and 95 GHz bands, respectively, and
(4) associated filter transfer functions for the two simulated bands.
Finally, from these mock maps we identify clusters with the same
approach adopted for real SPT clusters (e.g. Staniszewski et al.
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2009; Reichardt et al. 2013), obtaining a sample of 212 clusters
above signal to noise ξ = 4.5.
We then measure the ratio of the temperatures in the two bands,
using the approach described in Section 2. We first convolve the
150 GHz maps to match the larger beam of the 95 GHz band. We
then individually filter the 95 GHz and the 150 GHz maps with the
95 GHz filter and measure the signal at the position and θC scale
that maximize the signal to noise in the multifrequency analysis.
We then maximize the likelihood to determine α (equation 5). We
recover α = 0.0019 ± 0.022, in agreement with the input value of
α = 0.
4 SPT R ESU LTS
We measure the temperature decrement ratios at the positions of
the SPT-selected cluster sample from Reichardt et al. (2013), which
included data from 720 of the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZE survey. The
SPT-SZE data used here has typical noise levels of 44 and 18
µK arcmin in CMB temperature units at 95 and 150 GHz, respec-
tively. The exceptions are the two fields centred at 23h30m,−55◦
and 5h30m,−55◦ from Reichardt et al. (2013), which have a depth
of 13 µK arcmin in the 150 GHz data used in this work. Since
the publication of Reichardt et al. (2013), these fields had been
re-observed in the SPT-SZE survey, with the new observations pro-
viding new 95 GHz measurements and deeper 150 GHz data. The
final cluster sample used here consists of 158 clusters with both a
ξ > 4.5 from Reichardt et al. (2013), and either a spectroscopic
or photometric redshift reported in Song et al. (2012). We refer
the reader to Staniszewski et al. (2009), Vanderlinde et al. (2010),
Schaffer et al. (2011), Williamson et al. (2011) and Reichardt et al.
(2013) for a detailed description of the survey strategy and data set
characteristics.
We apply the same technique described in Section 2 and tested
in Section 3 to measure the evolution of the CMB temperature with
SPT clusters.
Using SPT data alone, we constrain the temperature evolution of
the CMB to be
α = 0.017+0.030−0.028, (7)
which is consistent with the adiabatic expectation of α = 0. We
estimate the instrumental uncertainties associated with the beams,
calibration and filter responses, and find them all to have a negli-
gible result on this constraint. Moreover, the statistical uncertainty
is ∼30 per cent larger than the limit on possible observational bi-
ases implied by the results of Section 3, implying that our analysis
method is shown to be unbiased at or below the level of the statistical
uncertainty.
We further combine our results with previously published data
(Fig. 1). In particular, we include other cluster measurements (Luzzi
et al. 2009; Hurier et al. 2014) and fine structure absorption lines
(Noterdaeme et al. 2011; Muller et al. 2013). In doing this, we
exclude from the likelihood calculation (equation 5) the 16 SPT
clusters that were part of the main sample analysed by Hurier et al.
(2014). We thus obtain a tighter constraint on the T(z) = T0(1 +
z)(1 − α) law:
α = 0.005 ± 0.012, (8)
an ∼10 per cent improvement in measurement uncertainty in com-
parison to the previously reported α = 0.006 ± 0.013 (Hurier et al.
2014). We note that because the SPT data are on average a factor
of 3 deeper than Planck, and the SPT beam is ∼8 times smaller,
the SPT data set provides stronger constraints on a per cluster basis
Figure 1. Top panel: measurements of the temperature of the CMB as a
function of redshift. Blue points are absorption lines studies (see Muller et
al 2013 and references therein). SZE measurements towards galaxy clusters
are highlighted in red (see Luzzi et al. 2009 and references therein) and
green for the stacked Planck SZE selected clusters (Hurier et al. 2014).
Black points are the SPT-SZE cluster constraints. For visualization purposes,
SPT clusters results have been obtained by reverting equation (1) from the
measured constraints on α in each of 12 equally populated redshift bins. The
blue continuous line corresponds to the relation T(z) = T0 × (1 + z) and
solid and dashed purple lines are the evolution corresponding to the best fit
and ±1σ models. Bottom panel: deviation of the measured temperature of
the CMB as a function of redshift with respect to the adiabatic evolution.
Cyan points represent the measured temperature of the CMB in three stacked
redshift bins for a simulation with input value α = 0.12 (cyan solid line).
and is particularly well suited for studies of the high-redshift tail of
the cluster distribution. In fact, only 4 per cent the Planck-selected
clusters have redshifts larger than the median redshift of the SPT
sample.
The measurement presented here is consistent with the adiabatic
evolution of the CMB radiation temperature (α = 0) expected from
the standard hot big bang model. Considering alternative cosmolog-
ical models, Jetzer et al. (2011) demonstrated that measuring T(z)
at different redshifts allows one to constrain the effective equation
of state of decaying dark energy (p = weffρ). Following Noter-
daeme et al. (2011), by fitting the combined constraints on T(z)
with the temperature–redshift relation (equation 22 in Jetzer et al.
2011), taking m = 0.255 ± 0.016 (Reichardt et al. 2013) and
fixing the adiabatic index γ to the canonical value (4/3), we get
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weff = −0.994 ± 0.010, which improves upon previous constraints
(Noterdaeme et al. 2011; Hurier et al. 2014).
4.1 Selection bias
A number of possible selection biases could affect our measure-
ments. In particular, cluster candidates were identified using a
multiband matched-filter approach (Melin et al. 2006) where the
temperature evolution of the Universe is assumed to be adiabatic.
This could therefore bias our selection towards clusters that best
mimic this behaviour. To show that this is not the case, we construct
SPT mock light-cones similar to the ones presented in Section 3 but
assuming different values of α. We then performed the same analy-
sis described in Section 3 and show that we are able to recover the
input value. Specifically, we test simulations with input values of α
offset by more than 3σ from the adiabatic value, α = −0.12 and
0.12. We then select clusters with the above described matched-filter
multifrequency cluster finder under the assumption of adiabatic evo-
lution and constrain α. We obtain unbiased measurements for the
underlying input value α = −0.111+0.022−0.018 and α = 0.110+0.014−0.014, thus
demonstrating that the selection is not driving our constraints (bot-
tom panel of Fig. 1).
Another potential source of bias in our measurement of α is
the fact that the temperature fluctuations of the CMB at the loca-
tion of the SPT clusters should not average to zero. In fact, due
to the adopted cluster selection, negative temperature fluctuations
are more likely than positive ones (Vanderlinde et al. 2010). We
estimate this effect to be negligible using the simulations described
in Section 3. We also note that this effect should be less significant
at larger SPT signal to noise ξ (Benson et al. 2013). If we restrict
our analysis to the clusters with ξ > 8, which reduces the cluster
sample by a factor of ∼6 to the 24 highest signal-to-noise clusters,
we constrain α = 0.023+0.044−0.038. This is consistent with our main re-
sult with only a modest 30 per cent increase in the uncertainty in
α. This demonstrates that the constraints depend most significantly
on the highest signal-to-noise clusters, which will be less biased by
the CMB from the SPT selection. Similarly, we estimate the bias
associated with lensed dusty sources to be unimportant for our anal-
ysis; their primary impact would be introducing some skewness in
the scatter of clusters about our best-fitting model (Hezaveh et al.
2013).
Emission from cluster galaxies can also potentially bias our mea-
surement. We estimate the effect to be negligible by performing the
analysis presented here on subsamples of clusters above different ξ
thresholds and by excluding clusters in proximity to known SUMSS
sources (Mauch et al. 2003). All subsamples examined provide
statistically consistent results. For example, using a subsample of
75 clusters with no associated SUMSS sources brighter than 20 mJy
within a projected distance of 3 arcmin from the cluster centres, we
obtain consistent results of α = 0.021+0.042−0.038.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have studied deviations from the adiabatic evolution of the mean
temperature of the CMB in the form of T(z) = T0(1 + z)(1 − α). We
present a method based on matched-filtering of clusters at the SPT
frequencies and show that we are able to recover unbiased results
using simulated clusters. The simulated light-cones we use come
from a large cosmological hydrodynamical simulation and include
realistic SPT beam effects, CMB anisotropy and SPT noise levels
for both the 150 and 95 GHz bands.
We apply this method to a sample of 158 SPT clusters selected
from 720 square degrees of the 2500 square degree SPT-SZE sur-
vey, which span the redshift range 0.05 < z < 1.35, and mea-
sure α = 0.017+0.030−0.028, consistent with the standard model predic-
tion of α = 0. Our measurement gives competitive constraints and
significantly extends the redshift range with respect to previously
published results based on galaxy clusters (e.g. Luzzi et al. 2009;
Avgoustidis et al. 2012; de Martino et al. 2012; Muller et al. 2013;
Hurier et al. 2014). Combining our measurements with published
data, we obtain α = 0.005 ± 0.012, improving current published
constraints.
Such tight limits on deviations from the adiabatic evolution of
the CMB also put interesting constraints on the effective equation
of state of decaying dark energy models, weff. Indeed, from SPT
clusters alone we are able to measure weff = −0.988+0.029−0.033, in good
agreement with previous constraints based on quasar absorption
lines (Noterdaeme et al. 2011) and other SZE measurements from
clusters (Hurier et al. 2014).
Future analyses will be able to draw upon larger cluster samples
(e.g. the full 2500 square degree SPT-SZE survey and the upcom-
ing SPTpol and SPT-3G surveys) and quasar surveys (e.g. SDSS
III). By expanding the data volume at high redshifts, these sur-
veys will enable precision tests of the temperature evolution of the
CMB across cosmic time. Moreover, because clusters and quasars
suffer from different systematics, the comparison will provide an
important cross-check on systematics. These surveys will improve
constraints on non-standard cosmological models.
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